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If you truly saw Me as I see you, many things would no longer happen in your inner and outer
world. I come to call those who are lost in themselves, and many times escape from the Truth. In
them I have repeated My Purpose for a long time and will wait for a wise response, a true response,
until the end. But now, when everything seems to be very confused in many, the Light of My
Wisdom envelopes you, comforting you.

I see that My Father, through so many sages and celestial beings, has trusted in you and in many
more; but the path of Truth begins through seeking transparency in oneself, to then radiate the
purity and thus the true intention of the heart.

When the Purpose is seen by you, I assure you, that you will fail in the first attempt, because the
Truth has not been shown to you and you will be subject to permanent deception. For this reason,
free yourself from yourself, so I may do what I have foreseen, since before your birth in the world.
For My Truth, which is not known, is to be found in the spirit of Peace, and that same spirit is sown
by the Love of God, wherein exists the supreme center of Truth.

As many do not know these simple mysteries of life, I come to reveal the Truth, that you no longer
should act through the impulses of your own imperfection. For this reason, many cause My Sacred
Heart to suffer, and it shows the Blood that is spilled through the errors of the world, which offend
God, without your perceiving the seriousness of these times.

Before the Law descends from Heaven, where I live in Glory all the time, I will intercede with My
Father to alleviate the indelible spiritual causes and wounds which many induce in the Most High
Creator.

I suffered for you, so that you would not suffer in life. I died for you, out of Love, so that you would
not die in spirit.

Woe to those who offend Me, out of ignorance and a lack of consciousness, in these times that will
come!

Whoever opposes My Purpose will suffer from the action of their own will and My Infinite Mercy
will become a spring of Justice in those unfaithful to Me.

Life cannot be lived on two paths; choose in time what path you will follow, that of the Light or that
of the eternal darkness of the world. Beasts and diabolical nets will be released over the world, like
rain on a cold night, and they will convince many to follow false paths, moved by emotion and
deceit. Woe to those souls that open wounds for Me before their time!

Where will what I have given you with so much love and trust end up?
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But Truth is sought in humility, which must never end; but if it should be lacking, invoke My
Presence, so that the pride that many possess not drown them and flood over them like a ship on the
sea.

I Am the Salvation and the Perfect Path for those who humble themselves before Me; but I know
that many, because of their own ideas and their own precepts, will not allow themselves to yield to
My Love, and at the appearance of the smallest life crisis, will decide to be unfaithful to Me, and in
truth, do not know what this means in this time of tribulation.

Pray so that your beings detach from the causes of damnation. Do not be prideful, but rather, brave
and humble, so as to find surrender. Whomever is ready to follow Me, I will help them until the end
and will not leave them alone in spite of the seriousness of the times. Thus, seek a sincere unity with
your peers; in this way, your hearts will be mirrors of the Truth and of Mercy which, through the
power itself I will give you, will expel evil, dissolving it on any path.

To be My apostle, it is necessary to be humble rather than clever; your own miseries can submerge
the project entrusted to your lives. Unite and everything will be resolved through My Infinite
Presence.

Under the Love of the Father, who welcomes you and forgives you, be true, and thus, you shall
please Me,

The Glorified Christ Jesus


